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My research question

To what extent do bike racks 
make a difference in a city?



Simply put . . .

Do we need bike racks?



Two most common bike racks

Grill Staple



Good Design Leads to Use

“When bike commuters perceive ... bike parking to be 
both ineffective and inefficient it increases the likelihood 
that they will lock their bike to an unconventional 
structure such as a parking meter or tree...” (Holly).



Two most common bike racks

Grill Staple





Good Placement Leads to Use

“Having the right plan for your bike parking area will ensure it 
is ...convenient and ... and is inviting to the user” (Saris).





Good Promotion Leads to Use

“Campos said it will be a ‘test area’ ... ‘a block where we have 
a high need for bike parking.’ Another reason the location 
was chosen is because it is not currently being used as a 
motor vehicle parking spot” (Maus).



Simply answered . . .

Do we need bike racks?
Yes
Bike Racks improve the use of a city.



Questions?
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This is an example presentation. Notice how: 

● The presentation contains visuals and short text--NOT a lot of writing
● The presentation provides a “framework” for the one-page write up
● The presentation is not long--your speaking will be what takes time
● The presentation does not have the analysis. The analysis will be the bulk of 

your speaking.


